sprout the following season and account for much of the increase in the nutsedge problem.

Since yellow nutsedge is hard to kill and its presence is increasing in turfgrass areas, there is a need to find herbicides that will provide selective control.

Sixteen tests were conducted from 1971 through 1978 on Kentucky bluegrass being grown for sod. The turf was maintained at a height of about 1½ inches and varied in age from 2 to 18 months.

The herbicides studied were bentazon (Basagran, BASF Wyandotte) and various methanearsonates (MSMA, DSMA, MAMA, AMA). They were applied to replicated plots and were applied as sprays using 50 to 172 gallons of water per acre. Postemergence treatments were applied from May to August. Nutsedge emergence usually started in late May or early June.

Visual estimates of grass stands or injury were recorded during the tests. Nutsedge plant counts (up to 53 per square foot) or estimates of percent cover (up to 55 percent) were made in August or September. Control was determined by comparing treated to untreated plots. Four test areas were observed the year following treatment to determine the change in the nutsedge population under sod conditions.

**Results of Studies**

Our studies have shown that certain treatments of bentazon and methanearsonates provide ex-

Conversion of crop lands to sod farms and the use of this soil for topsoil and topdressing has accelerated the spread of nutsedge.

Yellow nutsedge grows faster and taller than mowed turfgrass. The yellow color of the blades sets the weed off from surrounding turfgrass.
6 BILLION WORKERS (PER SQ. FT.) FOR HIRE TO ELIMINATE MAT & THATCH TO CHANGE THIS ACCUMULATED ORGANIC DEBRIS INTO LAWN FERTILIZER AND SOIL REBUILDING HUMUS.

WILLING TO WORK —
24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
NO WAGES
NO WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
NO SOCIAL SECURITY
NO INSURANCE
NO BENEFITS

Workers demand only thick layers of mat & thatch — no fertilizers or pesticides are required and they will produce beautiful, thick, deep rooted lawns and productive soils. For information contact Agro Chem.

AGRO-CHEM, INC.
11150 W. ADDISON — FRANKLIN PARK, ILL. 60131
312/455-6900
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Reduce a Stump to Chips in Minutes

More and more grounds maintenance and rental people are discovering our able Stump Remover. It's a quick and simple way to remove unsightly and potentially dangerous stumps from golf courses, parks, city parkways, private lawns, cemeteries and other areas where looks are important. Remove stump in minutes and resod. Our Stump Remover has four reversible and replaceable carbide teeth; heavy duty construction; is highway towable, and cuts 4'-6" below ground level.

For GSA:
Literature in Dealer's Name in White

HECKENDORN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Cedar Point, KS 66843 / 316-274-4201
INDUSTRIAL GROUNDS MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
works and works and works and works and works and works and works
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Comments

At present the methanearsonates such as AMA, DSMA, MAMA and MSMA are available for the control of nutsedge in turfgrass. They can be used at the same rates and with the same techniques as suggested for postemergence crabgrass control.

Bentazon is a product of the BASF Wyandotte Corp. call “Basagran”. It is used as a herbicide in soybeans and is available for use on turfgrass. Because of its effectiveness the tolerance of Kentucky bluegrass and its value in seedling broadleaf weed control, this herbicide should prove very useful. Our data suggest good results from two applications at a rate of one half to one pound per acre spaced 10 days apart in July.
When your job is battling tough grass and weeds, you need THE ULTIMATE WEAPON: a WEED EATER brand gasoline trimmer.

Rugged, reliable, and ready-to-go, WEED EATER trimmers have powerful 2-cycle engines and heavy-duty nylon cutting line. So they'll fight your tough cutting battles. Anytime, and every time.

If you're facing heavy brush, or you need to prune vines or tree limbs, reach for Model 698. It has a big 21.2cc engine and two cutting lines. And its straight shaft and gear reduction unit lets you switch from the nylon line head to a metal Tri-Kut™ or sawtooth blade. It's the perfect trimmer for parks, schools, or commercial and industrial areas.

The biggest battles call for the biggest trimmer: Model 657. You can handle any cutting mission with its 85cc engine. It's equipped with a shoulder harness, four-line cutting head and has a metal blade capability. From golf courses to overgrown roadsides, this trimmer mows down the thickest grass and weeds. Quickly and easily.

So, when you're faced with a tough grounds maintenance mission, get a WEED EATER trimmer: THE ULTIMATE WEAPON. It'll fight all your cutting battles.

Model 698 trims vines and limbs.

For a full briefing on WEED EATER gas trimmers, write: WEED EATER, Inc., PO Box 37347, Houston, Texas 77036.

WEED EATER
THE ULTIMATE WEAPON IN THE WAR ON GRASS AND WEEDS.
WEED EATER, Inc., a subsidiary of Emerson Electric Co.
LAKE CITY COMMUNITY COLLEGE: TRAINING TO MEET INDUSTRY NEEDS

by John R. Piersol, Instructor, Landscape Design and Sales, Lake City Community College, Lake City, Florida

The horticulture industry has always needed trained personnel. This is more important today as sophisticated technologies and new government rules and regulations increase the complexity of horticultural jobs. For ten years, Lake City Community College has been successfully training students to meet the personnel needs of the green industry.

The Lake City Community College campus is carved out of the pine forests of North Florida. The college, under the leadership of Dr. Herbert E. Phillips, has an excellent scholastic reputation throughout the state. As with most community colleges, most of the 3000 students come from counties surrounding the college. However, students from throughout the country are attracted to Lake City to attend three unique programs at the college: Golf Course Operations, Golf Course Equipment Mechanics, and Landscape Design and Sales.

Golf Course Operations — The Golf Course Operations Program, as the name implies, is not a general turf program, but a curriculum that is designed to train students for golf course management positions. This nationally recognized program has many successful graduates who are now hiring recent graduates as their assistants. The specific emphasis on golf course operations and the tremendous industry support has made the program one of the best in the country. Three full years of study are needed to complete the program which includes one year of mechanics training, general background courses in plant science and pest control, and specific courses in golf course management.

Two summers of required on-the-job training (OJT) are an important part of the program. The summer training sites are located within a 500-mile radius of Lake City. The staff has developed a rapport with many golf course superintendents throughout the Southeast, so students are easily placed on many outstanding golf course facilities.

The OJT program at Lake City differs in important ways from similar programs at other schools. A golf course superintendent's attitude toward education is considered before his golf course is selected as an OJT site. This insures a positive training atmosphere. The students submit requests specifying golf course facilities and geographic areas they desire for summer training. Then the staff matches the requests with a golf course environment known to provide good training. Students are discouraged from returning to golf courses at which they were previously employed, at least for the first OJT. This rule forces students to learn new methods of golf course maintenance and personnel management.

During the summer, the instructors travel throughout the Southeast evaluating student progress at each training location. This gives the staff a chance to talk with the student and the employer to evaluate the learning environment. Each site is visited twice, each time by a different instructor. This summer travel has the added benefit of exposing instructors to new materials and methods used in the golf course industry. Students earn while they learn since they are paid by the employer and receive 12 college credits for their summer training. Their summer grade is determined by a required comprehensive report, by an employer evaluation, and the two on-site instructor evaluations.

Although the school is located in the South, many students come from northern states. In fact, some graduates return north to accept jobs. Both cool season and warm season grasses are taught, so a northern transition is not difficult. Also, many students go on OJT in the northern parts of the Southeast where they get practical experience on both bermudagrass and bentgrass.

Golf Course Equipment Mechanics — The Golf Course Equipment Mechanics program requires just one year of training with excellent job opportunities. Students learn diesel mechanics, hydraulics, painting, welding, sharpening and grinding, gas engine repair, as well as maintenance procedures on various types of golf course equipment.

An important aspect of this program is the emphasis put on shop organization and inventory control. These concepts are essential to the efficient operation of any maintenance facility. Students learn how to keep equipment maintenance records, how to properly order replacement parts, and how to establish an inventory of frequently used parts.

Hands-on experience is an integral part of this program. The curriculum includes both lecture and laboratory periods. During the labs, students work on actual golf course equipment supplied by the school, by nearby golf courses, and by turf equipment distributors. Summer classes include week long training sessions at various equipment distributors where students get an opportunity to work with experienced mechanics.

The tremendous industry demand for mechanics far exceeds the number of mechanic students. This situation provides a lucrative job.

The first in a series of articles on educational programs established for the various horticultural professions. Two-year and four-year programs will be included. Instructors of such programs are invited to write Weeds Trees & Turf about their program. The hope is to compare different programs to judge curricula, the significance of two-versus four-year programs, and the importance of on the job training.

Continues on page 59
No mixing, no burning, no hassle.

Introducing FOLIAN®, the easy-to-use liquid fertilizer that's safe and effective on any kind of turf. FOLIAN is a complete fertilizer. Its special formulation of N-P-K, sulfur and iron gets nutrients directly into grass tissue. And FOLIAN will not cause tip burn when used as directed.

Convenient to use
FOLIAN is the only turf-builder you'll ever need. It saves you time because there's no mixing or agitation required before using FOLIAN. And FOLIAN can be applied in more concentrated form than most other liquids. As a result, you can service more lawns per truckload with fewer wasted man-hours.

A clear solution of the highest quality, FOLIAN won't settle out in your tanks. It's compatible with most pesticides, too.

Greens lawns fast
Because of its patented formulation and foliar activity, FOLIAN greens up turf quickly — faster than dry fertilizers or suspensions. And at the recommended rates, FOLIAN supplies enough residual fertilizer in the soil to keep grass green and healthy for many weeks.

Good for your business
Your customers will love the results FOLIAN gives. And you'll appreciate FOLIAN's convenience.

Best of all, FOLIAN makes your lawn care service more valuable. It means repeat business from satisfied customers and greater confidence in you.

Give FOLIAN a try and discover how it can mean more green for both of you.

To find out more about how to get started using FOLIAN, call toll-free 800-228-2178 Omaha, Neb., 800-446-1841/800-446-1845 Hopewell, Va. or write Allied Chemical Corporation, Dept. AG, Box 2120, Houston, TX 77001.
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SEVIN® WORKS WHILE PEOPLE PLAY.


That’s why SEVIN® carbaryl insecticide is the answer to your professional grounds maintenance needs.

Versatile, broadly registered SEVIN controls as many as 44 insects that attack trees, shrubs, flowers, turf... and people. And it has a long record of effective control of target pests.

Environmental concern?

That’s another good reason to use SEVIN, since it is biodegradable, and has no objectionable odor. When compared to other commonly used insecticides, it ranks low in toxicity to people, farm animals, birds and fish.

It offers other benefits too. SEVIN is compatible with many commonly used fungicides, miticides and other insecticides. Choose from several formulations to best fit your specific needs.

People. Pests. Professional grounds maintenance. SEVIN carbaryl insecticide. They all go together.

For more information about SEVIN, contact your pesticide supplier or Union Carbide. Find out first hand why SEVIN is one of the world's leading insecticides.
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This unretouched photo from California demonstrates an advantage of including 20% Citation with an improved blend of bluegrasses. On the left is 100% Kentucky bluegrass damaged by Fusarium blight. On the right the Citation-bluegrass mixture shows little or no damage.

"PROGRESS FROM THE GROUND UP"

Citation Turf-Type Perennial Ryegrass
Plant Variety Protection Number 7500003

...you asked for an all-purpose, deep rooted high temperature tolerant ryegrass...
This is our answer!

Dr. William Meyer, Research Director, states: "At Turf-Seed, Inc., we set out to develop a turf-type perennial ryegrass with rapid establishment, good heat tolerance and the ability to maintain high quality throughout the hot summer months. We also wanted an attractive, dark green color and improved mowing performance. After years of cross breeding and testing, Turf-Seed developed Citation. I believe it comes very close to the specifications we were looking for in a fine-leaved ryegrass."

Citation had the highest average turf performance rating in a five-year test at Rutgers University. This excellent record has been confirmed by years of proven performance in applied use by turf professionals throughout the United States. Top-quality Citation seed is now available for your use.

For test results and information write:
Vaughan-Jacklin Corp.
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Post Falls, ID 83854
Landover, MD 20785

Jonathan Green & Sons
Farmingdale, NJ 07727
Turf-Seed, Inc.
Hubbard, OR 97032
market for graduates of this program. With the increased sophistication of golf course equipment, and the resultant increase in prices, the need for trained mechanics will continue to grow. Last summer, each mechanic graduate had several job offers with starting salaries ranging from $4.00 to $6.00 an hour. Any student interested in mechanics should take a good look at the Golf Course Equipment Mechanics Program which provides an excellent return on a student's educational investment.

**Landscape Design and Sales** — Landscape Design and Sales is a two year program. What used to be a general horticulture program was changed two years ago to emphasize more design and sales. The curriculum includes general plant science courses, pest control, specific courses in landscape installation and maintenance, landscape design, interiorscaping, and business courses. Changes were made with industry input so that the curriculum would train the types of personnel the landscape industry needs.

Two summers of on-the-job training are an integral part of the Landscape Design and Sales program. Ideally, students get installation and maintenance experience on their first OJT and design experience on the second OJT. This is a logical split, but summer training is customized to meet the specific needs of each student.

Other unique aspects of the Landscape Program include required fall and spring tours during the senior year. Outstanding facilities in South Florida are visited during the fall tour, and Central and North Florida facilities are visited in the spring. These tours provide students and instructors with an opportunity to ask questions of successful Florida horticulturists and to observe various techniques of landscape installation, maintenance, and design.

Many green industry professionals are brought on campus to take part in a senior seminar course and to assist in Advanced Landscape Design. The idea is to expose students to a variety of landscape concepts as presented by various practicing horticulturists.

Existing department facilities that strengthen the Landscape Design and Sales Program include modern greenhouse facilities, a spacious drafting laboratory, and a half acre arboretum. There are presently plans to add an additional acre to the arboretum which confirms the staff's desire to constantly improve existing facilities.

Anyone interested in Golf Course Operations, Landscape Design and Sales, or Golf Course Equipment Mechanics should contact:

Jerry H. Cheesman,
Lake City Community College
Lake City, Florida 32055
(904) 752-1822, extension 225

---

**Why Search All Over... When Princeton Has It All!**

From inside this plant comes one of the most complete lines of Sod and Nursery Equipment available today. Search around and compare...but before you buy anything...CHECK WITH PRINCETON.

**For example:**
- Fully Automatic Sod Harvester
- Self-Propelled (crew served) Sod Harvester
- "Tow-Boy" Sod Harvester
- Rolled Sod Harvester (under development)
- Nursery Transplanter (various sizes & models)
- Tree Carts
- Fork Lifts (under development)
- Sod Plugger
- And Many Others

**For further information write or call collect:**
Rodger Osborne, General Manager
955 W. Walnut St.
Canal Winchester, Ohio 43110
614/837-9096
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Q: How does IBDU fine differ from powdered ureaform? I would like to know which one to use in my lawn spray service.

A: Isobutylidene diurea (IBDU) is a relatively insoluble source that releases urea through hydrolysis (water dissolution). The urea is further mineralized by bacterial action to ammonium (NH₄⁺) and nitrate (NO₃⁻) ions, the two forms of nitrogen readily absorbed by plant roots.

The release rate of IBDU is dependent primarily upon two factors — the amount of available water and the particle size. Standard or coarse IBDU has a particle size of 0.7 to 2.5 millimeters in diameter and has excellent release characteristics when applied to turf as a granule. Unfortunately, when coarse IBDU is ground to a particulate size fine enough to pass through a traditional spray system (40 mesh or smaller), the solubility and availability are increased by as much as 33%. In addition, the constant agitation of the water bath and the hydraulic pressure and abrasion from the pumping system further increases the rate of dissolution, reducing the slow-release properties of IBDU.

By comparison, the breakdown and release of available nitrogen from ureaformaldehyde (UF) is not dependent upon particle size or the concentration of water. Ureaform is decomposed almost entirely by microorganisms in the soil which release urea and, ultimately, ammonium and nitrate ions. Therefore, UF can be ground to a fine powder and sprayed in a water carrier without significantly affecting its slow-release characteristic.

Q: We have been using pre-emergent control for crabgrass, but it has no effect on other wide-blade nuisance grasses. What post-emergent control can you recommend to be applied without injury to desirable turf grasses? What is the best time to apply?

A: Pre-emergent herbicides control only the germinating seedling, thus would have no effect on existing perennial grasses. Perennial grass weeds can be killed with a non-selective herbicide such as Roundup, Dalapon or Amitrol-T; then, after the appropriate waiting period, the area can be reseeded.

The organic arsenicals such as DSMA and MSMA are labeled as post-emergent herbicides for...